
Two sets of coasters or ornaments using 
Kae’s innovative no-cut technique with craft 
foam. One set has a scalloped lace edge, 
while the other has a more solid and less 
frilly treatment. These would make great 
gifts for guys! Match table setting colors, 
or make these in sets for quick gifts. You’ll 
need 50- or 60-wt cotton or 40-wt rayon, 
water soluble stabilizer and craft foam for 
the coasters. Instructions are included 
for techniques to make the foam look like 
leather as well as a method for using crisp 
paper for ornaments. See back for actual 
size and entire alphabet.  Quality K-Lace® 
designed and digitized by Kae Barron.
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S058

CRISWELL
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& DESIGN

ALPHABET COASTERS
WITH K-Lace® 

SAMPLER 

S059

ALPHABET COASTERS 2
WITH K-Lace® 

SAMPLER



Coasters shown actual size. 
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S061

ALPHABET BOOKMARKS
FOR BIG HOOPS

WITH K-Lace® 

SAMPLER 

ALPHABET BOOKMARKS
WITH K-Lace® 

SAMPLER 

S060

CRISWELL
EMBROIDERY

& DESIGN

Two sets of bookmarks using Kae’s inno-
vative no-cut technique with craft foam or 
crisp paper.  You’ll need 50- or 60-wt cotton 
or 40-wt rayon, water soluble stabilizer and 
craft foam for the foam version. Instructions 
are included for techniques to make the 
foam look like leather, as well as a method 
using crisp paper and heat-removable 
stabilizer. See back for entire alphabets for 
both large and small hoop versions.  Qual-
ity K-Lace® designed and digitized by Kae 
Barron.

Designs shown full size.



Lettering for large hoop versions S061 and S063.

Lettering for 4” x 4”  hoop versions S060 and S062
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ALPHABET BOOKMARKS 2
FOR BIG HOOPS

WITH K-Lace® 

SAMPLER

CRISWELL
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S063

ALPHABET BOOKMARKS 2
WITH K-Lace® 

SAMPLER

S062

Two sets of bookmarks using Kae’s in-
novative no-cut technique with craft foam 
or crisp paper. These make great gifts for 
guys!  You’ll need 50- or 60-wt cotton or 40-
wt rayon, water soluble stabilizer and craft 
foam for the foam version. Instructions are 
included for techniques to make the foam 
look like leather, as well as a method using 
crisp paper and heat-removable stabilizer. 
See back for entire alphabets for both large 
and small hoop versions.  Quality K-Lace® 
designed and digitized by Kae Barron.

Designs shown full size.




